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Consultant Energy
location: Christchurch | time model: full-time | career level: entry level/graduate, young professional

As a consultant, you are THE ambassador between our development and the New Zealand energy market. Through your intensive
relationship with the customer and regular discussions, you can identify new requirements and needs and ultimately ensure that
these are taken into account in the further development of our products for the New Zealand energy market. As a solution finder,
you can handle technology and people equally well.

practice areas

requirements

Main focus: conceptual work and expert support of
projects as well as parameterisation and introduction
of the Robotron energy market platform to our
customers
Following topics could be managed from you: billing
and invoice verification, offer calculation, market
communication, interface consulting and smart
metering
Advice to our customers about our products
Identification of new requirements and mapping of
these to existing or new functions and processes
Supporting our clients in customising and optimising
business processes and coordinating our on-site
responsibilities

Degree in computer science, mathematics or business
studies (focus on energy industry)
Ideally, knowledge of the energy industry and legal
framework of the energy market
ideally first work experience in the energy industry
Experience in modelling software systems and basic
knowledge of relational databases and SQL are
beneficial
strong customer orientation and communication skills
very good analytical skills
German language skills are an advantage, but not
required
Traveling in New Zealand is sometimes necessary

Ideally, you will be able to perform minor
programmatic adjustments and configurations on your
own or support the development process with
guidance from our developers
Conducting workshops in the context of products
related to the Robotron energy market platform and to
product-independent specialist topics in the energy
sector

candidate information
We offer an attractive, performance-related salary and ensure an optimal start through individual training and mentoring. We are a
small team of professionals which operate from Christchurch. A perfect work-life-balance is important to us. We support flexible
working times and have a flat hierarchy. Robotron NZ is a branch of Robotron Germany. We offer all the advantages and benefits
of working for a big company with the flexibility of a small, local start-up.
Applicants for this position should have NZ residency or a valid NZ work visa.

CONTACT US!

Robotron New Zealand Limited
www.robotron.nz
 career@robotron.nz

Alexander Born
Managing Director
 +64 22 421 7532

We look forward
to receiving
your application.

